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Maybe that is what makes each of my rejections feel like little wrecking balls in my inbox, crashing into my
life at what always seems like the worst possible time. Maybe that is why, when they are unnecessarily
thoughtless, they can feel downright cruel. Why soft rejections or kindly worded letters can feel like little
scraps of hope and compassion among the mulm of the amassing turndowns. So, for the sake of making this
process as bearable as possible, here is a list of journals that I have found to be the most consistently
considerate. And, more importantly, they have reminded me how fortunate I am to have something to share.
One Story Magazine According to Duotrope, One Story Magazine is one of the twenty-five most challenging
journals for fiction writers to break into, but it also responds to As the first journal that ever rejected me, I
have a special place in my heart for One Story, both because of the amazing work they publish and because of
how good it feels to receive an email from one of the most esteemed journals that refers to your work as
impressive and encourages you to submit again. In that way, Glimmer Train reminds me of one of those award
banquets for kids where everyone wins an award. With each of their regular writing contests they not only
announce the names and story titles of the winner, but the top twenty-five finalists and an additional fifty
honorable mentions. That means that with every contest they run, seventy-five writers are being publically
acknowledged for the quality of their work. After long weeks and months and even years of nothing but
rejection, having your name on a list of finalists can feel like a goddamn miracle. That is because, according to
Duotrope, It reminded me that I am not alone, that there are people on the other side of this exchange, reading
my work and responding to it in kind. Hunger Mountain I was straight up rejected by Hunger Mountain, but
even their form rejection letter is so considerately worded that I read it three times before tucking it away into
my Submissions folder. Thanks for sending it to us. Rejections are never easyâ€”for you the writer, or for us,
the editors. But as you also know, rejections are part of what being a working writer is about. Please do
consider submitting your work again. Being reminded of that in this process is entirely necessary, and the fact
that Hunger Mountain does that with each rejection is incredibly charitable. Then come back here and tell us
where they are so we can all submit to them instead.
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Subscribe to our FREE email newsletter and download free character development worksheets! Above,
celebrity-studded glossies promise the big paydays of which freelance dreams are made. Lining the walls
around them, debut novels exude the rookie genius you crave. And there they sit: Excellent writing, but often
small circulations and tiny or nonexistent paychecks. Excellent reputations, but often highly competitive and
tough to crack. Whether you write fiction, creative nonfiction or poetry, publishing within their pages can
build you cred among the literary set and put you in talented companyâ€”but can it actually help you develop
your career, write better or land a book deal? Literary agent and former Zoetrope: All-Story head reader April
Eberhardt says she has found some of her most promising author clients inside such publications. Like other
venues for shorter work, the revered realm of literary journals can serve as an excellent building block for your
long-term aspirationsâ€”be they to land a book deal or establish yourself as a freelance writer. With that in
mind, WD polled 40 literary agents to see which journals they read with an eye for new talent. So read on to
find your potential match. If all else fails, great reading in one of the last refuges of short-form creativity
breeds your own great writing down the road, right? To find and advance the cutting edge in literary fiction,
nonfiction and poetry, within the broadest cosmopolitan perspective. To stand up for linguistic nuance in an
image-saturated culture. Twice per year, with a regularly updated website featuring new material. We divide
our attentions equally among the three genres, and make room for artist portfolios and occasional multimedia
inserts DVD, CD. We look for freshness of outlook, clarity and lyrical expressiveness, and artistic seriousness
of purpose. Our insistence on subjective uniqueness, our commitment to a global perspective, our search for
viable aesthetic modes for contemporary experience. Our readers are discerning and pledged to the ongoing
importance of literary expression. It startles with its rightness, excites the passion for language, demands to be
passed along. The places where the seeds first land. They represent the continuity of inspiration in our culture
and the guardianship of standards. They are driven not by the market but by collective faith. A Public Space is
an independent magazine of literature and culture. The magazine is a forum for new ideas and new
conversations, and each issue brings together a wide range of global voices to tell the stories of the 21st
century. Four times per year. Fiction, nonfiction, poetry, work in translation. Familiarize yourself with the
magazine to make sure your work is a good fit. A Public Space pushes the bounds of traditional narrative, and
is especially interested in publishing international literature in translation. Culturally curious with an
international perspective. Please use our online submission manager; it saves paper and makes it easier for
submissions to be tracked. A gateway to discovering your next favorite writer. Chicago Review was founded
to correct a situation in which contemporary literature was neglected by academic literary culture. Our mission
nowadays is to publish the best writing from the United States and abroad. Three times per year. We are
known primarily as a poetry magazine but we like fiction, too. We just publish less of it. CR is run entirely by
graduate students. We try to bring a combination of academic rigor and literary sensibility to our work. Send
one story or a handful of poems. Always include a SASE. A combination of risk and craft. The best place to
find good writing. And they need support. Go subscribe to one right now. Two times per year, in April and
November. Fiction, poetry, personal-oriented essays. Eclectic, on the lookout for something out of the
ordinary. Please upload or mail a manuscript of up to 25 pages of fiction or essay, or three to five poems;
include a cover letter. We prefer to receive a manuscript online rather than through the mail. The best of the
mysterious, elusive things. Not read enough, and there is fantastic work in them! Thank you for reading them.
To publish original and meaningful literary short fiction. We have a strong focus on new writers. Life is a big
deal to them. Our monthly submission calendar is posted at glimmertrain. Please use the online submission
system at our website. They gather and publish work that captures the moments and experiences that test and
reveal humanity in a way that will hold meaning over time. Sending us something great. Denis Johnson,
William T. Send a complete ms no query necessary to printsubs mcsweeneys. Pretty interesting things, to me,
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personally. Two times per year. Fiction, political and cultural criticism, memoir. We also publish weekly at
nplusonemag. We publish some of the greatest lesser-known writers in America, and also the greatest
lesser-known writing of celebrated writers. Younger, perhaps, than magazines of a similar nature; people who
look to literary magazines with a critical edge. We always prefer e-mails to snail mail manuscripts and queries.
Impossible to define, but you know it when you read it. One great short story mailed to subscribers every three
weeks. The first thing I notice is the quality of the writing, the skill of the authors to communicate what they
are trying to say to the audience. The second is the story itselfâ€”I want to read something that surprises me.
Our format and the consistent quality of the work. A circulation of 6,, mostly readers and fans, but also
writers, agents and editors. We accept submissions only online. Our word limit is 3,â€”8, words. Great writing
is better. Vital to the survival of modern literature. To pave a space for writers who may not have a platform
but show the kind of talent that could be the substance of great works in the future. In each issue, a specific
cultural theme becomes the catalyst for writing from renowned authors and lesser-known voices alike.
Interviews, fiction, nonfiction, poetry. We look for writing with a fresh take on everyday life. Nothing obscure
or experimental. Previously unpublished and emerging writers are encouraged to submitâ€”we started this
magazine specifically to help them. Submitting to our Slice Spotlight Author Competition is a great way to get
out of the slush pile and have your work considered among a smaller group of submissions. Slice was founded
and is run by two book editors with a first-hand view of how difficult it is for new authors to have their voices
heard. We have a keen eye for what publishing houses are looking for, and many of our authors have been
approached by literary agents a large part of our readership who saw them in Slice. Publishing professionals
especially editors and agents , emerging writers and everyday bookworms always looking for great new
writing. Submit to submissions slicemagazine. Please put your work in the body of an e-mail, not as an
attachment. Something that makes us stop and look at our usual world in exciting new ways. A great
opportunity for writers to build their platforms and work with publishers who are truly passionate about
nurturing writers and their work. To publish the most interesting, forward-looking literary work in the world.
Literate, well-rounded, curious, adventurous. Frequently dull, pretentious, willfully obscure. To discover new
writers, to give attention to the non- commercial work of established writers and to serve as a bridge between
American literary culture and writing from abroad. The editors seek to sustain a unique and well-established
combination of openness to new writers, international range and artistic seriousness, combined with high
production values.
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Andrea Fanning is a writer, stylist, and editor who works on commercial, editorial, nonprofit, and interior design projects.
A lover or travel and purveyor of things beautiful, this creative professional (aka Ande Fanning) produces The Glimmer
Train blog and specializes in photo styling, interior st.
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emerging writers.
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